
ON g-NORMALIZERS AND g-COVERING SUBGROUPS

AVINO'AM MANN

Recently, Carter and Hawkes [2] have generalized the construction

of system normalizers of finite solvable groups, introducing the con-

cept of an g-normalizer, where g is any local formation. In this note

we give a different proof of one of their main results, namely, each

g-normalizer is contained in an g-covering subgroup. Our proof

avoids the study of the imbedding of g-normalizers in maximal sub-

groups, and is similar to Huppert's proof that each system normal-

izer is contained in a Carter subgroup [4, p. 37].

We first recall the definitions. All groups in this note are solvable

and finite. A formation of groups is a class of groups closed under

homomorphic images and subdirect products. If formations g(£), one

for each prime p, are given, the local formation g locally defined by

{i$(P)} is the class of all groups G such that, whenever ii" is a chief

factor of G, of order pn, say, then the automorphism group induced on

M by G belongs to g(/>). (We are assuming that g(£) 9^0 for each p.)

Let g be locally defined by {%(p)}. For each p, let Np be the unique

minimal normal subgroup of G such that G/NpE%(p). Let T" be a

^-complement of Np. Then D = f\pN(Tp) is an {%(p)\-normalizer of

G. If g(£)CIg, for each p, then the {$(p)}-normalizers depend only

on g, and not on g(/>), and are called g-normalizers. An ^-covering

subgroup oiG is a subgroup C such that CE Sand, whenever CQKQG,

L<\K and K/LE%, then K = LC. If g is local, then g-covering sub-
groups of G exist, and are unique up to conjugacy [3].

We use below the (known) fact that a homomorphism maps

g-normalizers onto g-normalizers, and g-covering subgroups onto

g-covering subgroups.

Theorem. Let g be locally defined by {%(j>)}. If, for each p, either

i5(p)(~$ or g(/>) is subgroup closed, then each %-covering subgroup of G

contains an {g(£)} -normalizer of G.

Proof. Let C be an g-covering subgroup of G, and let Np and T"

be defined as above. We say that the system {Tp} reduces to C, if

there exist ^-complements of G, Sp, such that Tp = Spr\Np, and SPC\C

is a ^-complement of C. Given a system {Cp} of ^-complements of

C, one can choose ^-complements {Sp} of G such that Cp^Sp. De-
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noting now Tp = Spr\Np, the system { Tp} reduces to C. Hence such

systems exist.

We shall prove, by induction on |G|, that if {Tp} reduces to C,

then F> = Dj, N(TP) is contained in C.

If G = C, there is nothing to prove, so we assume G^C, so that

GQ$. Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of G. By induction,

DM/MQCM/M, hence DQCM.
Suppose first that CM^G. Let {Sp} be the ^-complements of G

defined above. Since \SP] reduces to C and M<\G, \SP\ reduces to

CM [l, Corollary 2.8]. Denote UP = SPC\CM. Let Qp be the minimal

normal subgroup of CM, for which CM/QpE%(p). If %(p)Q%, then

the defining properties of C imply G = CNP; therefore CM/CMC\NP

=G/NpEF(p). If i$(p) is subgroup closed, the same conclusion is

true, since CM/CMC\NP is isomorphic to a subgroup of G/Np. Hence

in any case QpQCMr\Np.
Now the system {Tpr\Qp) = {Spr\Qp} = { UPC\QP] reduces to C,

which is an g-covering subgroup of CM. By induction, [\NCM(Tpr\Qp)

is contained in C. Obviously, D^N(TPC\QV) for all p, so DQC.

Now assume G=CM. Let | M\ =qn, for some prime q. By assump-

tion, GG3. but G/M=lCE%. Hence, by Gaschiitz's construction of

^-covering subgroups [3], C = N(V"), where VQ is a g-complement of

Og> (G mod M). Since | G: C\ =g", and SQr\C is a g-complement of C,

S"Q C, so also F'CC. As G/ME.%, we must have NgQOq.q (G mod M);
therefore T"QOq- (G mod M). As F«CZC, T" normalizes V"; therefore

T*{ZV«, T"=VC\Nq. This implies T«<\C. Since C is maximal,

N(TQ) = C or N(T") =G. In the second case Nq has a normal g-com-

plement; hence NqQOq'q(G), which is equivalent to G inducing on all

chief factors of orders qm a group belonging to £$f(g). A chief factor of

order pm, p9^q, is operator isomorphic to one of G/M; hence G cer-

tainly induces on it a group belonging to %(p). Therefore GEtS, a

contradiction. Hence C = N(T") and DQC.
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